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Mills Utility Tote Tool Bag
Product Images Product Code: B70-0600

Short Description

Our all new utility tote tool bag, designed in association with the leading communication utility
companies.

The bag has 12 external sealable pockets, ideal for tools,connectors, test meters and PDA’s ,together
with 3 external tool loops for larger items such as hammers etc. Internally the bag has a further 5 tool
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pockets and 8 tool loops.

The product benefits from a heavy duty carry handle with comfort grip  and is also supplied with a
robust shoulder strap. An overall cover flap prevents spillage, plastic base prevents water ingress. A
hook and loop pad on the cover flap allows the bag to be easily customised with your company logo at
little cost.

Features:

12 external pockets with flaps

3 tool loops

Customisable logo pad

Carry handle with comfort grip

Overall cover flap

Shoulder strap

5 internal pockets

8 internal tool loops

Dimensions 470 x 300 x 250mm

Maximum weight capacity: 15kg

Description

Our all new utility tote tool bag, designed in association with the leading communication utility
companies.

The bag has 12 external sealable pockets, ideal for tools,connectors, test meters and PDA’s ,together
with 3 external tool loops for larger items such as hammers etc. Internally the bag has a further 5 tool
pockets and 8 tool loops.

The product benefits from a heavy duty carry handle with comfort grip  and is also supplied with a
robust shoulder strap. An overall cover flap prevents spillage, plastic base prevents water ingress. A
hook and loop pad on the cover flap allows the bag to be easily customised with your company logo at
little cost.

Features:

12 external pockets with flaps

3 tool loops

Customisable logo pad
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Carry handle with comfort grip

Overall cover flap

Shoulder strap

5 internal pockets

8 internal tool loops

Dimensions 470 x 300 x 250mm

Maximum weight capacity: 15kg
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